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[image: ]From Zero to Data Powerhouse: Building a Modern Data Stack for Startups
May 26, 2023 By Pravin Singh Leave a Comment
In the midst of exploring diverse career opportunities in the realms of freelancing, e-commerce, marketplace analytics, on-chain analytics and crypto consulting an intriguing prospect came my way. It was an exceptional challenge and a rare opportunity – a chance to be the first data team member of a promising fintech product. Having spent the past […]


[image: ]How to start freelancing in data science
December 22, 2020 By Pravin Singh Leave a Comment
2020 has been a phenomenal year for remote work and freelancing. It grabbed the attention of the world as it became an essential part of their lifestyle and not just an option. It did not matter if it’s a small, medium or large company, there was no other option but to adopt instantly and widely […]


[image: freelance data analyst salary]Winning data clients online –  5 day email course
November 10, 2020 By Pravin Singh Leave a Comment
Every year, I love doing side projects apart from my usual work, clients etc – this year in April 2020, I decided to share everything that I have actually done in the last 4 years in my freelancing career publicly on linkedin to help folks in getting started No gimmicks, no fluff, no B.S, actual […]
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